
visual identity guidelines



This visual identity system will help xpate stay simple, 
clear and speak the same language with our 
employees and customers.


The elements of visual style presented here — logo, 
typography, colors, images, icons — brought together 
unite our brand, convey its spirit, make it memorable 
and easily identifiable.

Instead of introduction
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how was the name 
xpate created?

xpate — it is a symbiosis of several 

ideas:


expat — xpate was originally 

conceived to help those who came 

to Europe and wanted to open an 

account there


pay — key action we are working 

with 

experience — new experience of 

using a banking (financial) 

application


expensive —xpate saves time, and 

time, as everyone knows, is money.

We always write our name with a small letter, because it is in line 

with our values. For us, the main thing is not the brand, but the 

people and technologies on which our brand is based.



An important detail:

peɪ[  ] peɪ[ ɪkˈs t ] 

ɪkˈs t[ peɪ  ] 

ɪkˈs[ pirēəns ] 

t[ eksˈpa  ] [ ɪkˈspensiv ] 

pay experience+ =

expat expensive– =



how was the xpate 
symbol created?

The xpate symbol is based on several ideas:

Upward movement

Speed

Percent sign

First letter of name

Drag&drop gesture

Gesture adds a gradient color to the 

symbol



logo

The logo consists of two 

components: a symbol and a text 

part(logotype).


They can be used separately, but 

under certain conditions, this will 

be discussed below.

symbol LOGotype

full LOGo



logo

clear space

minimum size

The minimum clear space around the 

logo is equivalent to the width 

between the symbol and the logotype.



The logo should not be less than 1 inch 

(25 mm) when printed. On the screen, 

the logo must be at least 80 pixels 

wide.

On-screen: 80 px


Print: 1" (25 mm)

Clear space

Minimum size

x

x

x

x

x



logo (symbol)

clear space

minimum size

The minimum clear space around a 

symbol, when it is used alone, is 

equivalent to 1/3 of the symbol's width.

When printing alone, the symbol must 

be at least 0.4 inches (10 mm). On the 

screen, the symbol  must be at least 30 

pixels wide.

On-screen: 30 px


Print: 0,4" (10 mm)

Clear space

Minimum size

x

x

x

x 3x



logo (text)

clear space 

minimum size

The minimum clear space around the 

logotype, when it is used alone, is 

equivalent to the height of the letter x.

When printing, the logotype  must  be 

not less than 0.5 inches (15 mm). On the 

screen, the logotype must be at least 

50 pixels wide.

On-screen: 30 px


Print: 0,6" (15 mm)

Clear space

Minimum size

x

xx

x

x



logo color

The xpate logo has two equal 

color representations.


Use a black version of the logo on 

a light background and a white 

version on a dark background.


Use the xpate logo of the same 

size as other payment companies' 

logos if they are side by side.



symbol and logotype

text part (logotype)symbol It is also possible to use the text 

part (logotype) and the symbol 

separately.


You can use the logotype 

separately if the screen (web page / 

document, illustration, etc.) already 

has an element that graphically 

identifies xpate (symbol, icon, 

illustration, etc.).


It is possible to use the xpate 

symbol separately if there is already 

xpate text part on the screen / in 

the document / letter, etc.



using the xpate logo

Logo don'ts:

Don’t change the size correlation of 

the symbol to the logotype.

Don’t stretch or compress or bend 

the logo.

Don’t place the logo on backgrounds 

that provide insufficient contrast.

Don’t place the logo over busy 

backgrounds.

Don’t add effects like shadows, 

dimensions, and gradients to the 

logo.

Don’t color the logo.

Don’t add text to the logo.

Don’t add any kind of text to the 

symbol.

partner

bank



using the xpate logo

Logo don'ts:

In a few words, just don't create your own 

versions of the logo. 

Do not recolor the symbol gradient 

with a single color. The symbol must 

not have sharp corners.

Do not mirror or reverse the symbol. 

It should always be pointing up to 

the right.

Do not change the font of the text 

part of the logo.

Do not swap symbol and text parts .

xpate

Do not invert the colors of the logo! 

Don't change the gradient on the 

xpate symbol.



logo in one color

Our logo is made using a gradient.

This is our hallmark. But, sometimes,

using a gradient is difficult, and

specifically — for printing in one color.

Therefore, in exceptional cases, when

it is impossible to print a gradient, a

one-color solution is used. 


For example, you can look at our

stamp:



using the name xpate



DO DOn’t

If you use xpate name in headings or text, always write 

"xpate" in lowercase letters, even if xpate is at the 

beginning of a sentence.


If it is not possible to write the xpate name  entirely in 

lowercase, ONLY then use the spelling XPATE in all 

uppercase.


If the text contains a link to our site, then always in this 

form: xpate.com (without www)

NEVER capitalize xpate Xpate


Do not translate the name xpate into other languages, do not 

transcribe it, even if all other text is not in English.


Do not link to the site or other xpate products using 3W: 

www.xpate.com. Also, if possible, do not add https to the site.




typography

Montserrat 

corporate font

We use Montserrat font in the 

product, in all official 

documentation and graphics.


The font is freely redistributable 

under the Google Font open 

license and is available to 

everyone, so there should be no 

problem displaying it.

fonts.google.com/specimen/Montserrat



typography

axiforma 

additional font

Additionally, we use Axiforma Font 

for graphics and presentations and 

for print and promotional 

materials.


This font is not used in the 

interface of our products.



colors

we are colorful

Our life is full of colors. Colors 

help to express emotions, 

feelings, inspire and unite 

people.


Therefore, you will not find a 

standard 4-color palette in 

xpate.


To understand once and for all 

what colors we are using, it is 

enough to go through this 

performance.



images

which images say: "we are 

xpate!"


Hands, gestures, gradients, 

shapes and fills, 

neomorphism, the play of 

light and shadow, a 

combination of styles.


xpate is something 

challenging, something that 

makes you think remains in 

the memory. On the verge. 

With meaning.



technical design: 


Good quality 3d renders, 

emotions (emoji), objects in 

motion, interaction.










NO 

images

We don't use strokes in our graphics, we 

prefer fills, shapes and gradients.


We do not really like the formal style of 

dress and decoration. Boring, formal images 

are not about us.


We do not put the logo in the foreground. 

The main thing is the product and the 

people.


Don't use a lot of abstract shapes. 

Everything should have a meaning.


We are against adding new elements, just 

for the sake of new elements .


Don't use stock photos with people either. If 

people are shown on our visuals, then they 

are real and related to xpate.



icons

We have created our own icon system. 

When we create presentation or 

product materials, we rely on this style. 

We will use the same icons in our 

applications.



style of our icons:


Icons filled with color or with a gradient 

fill, no stroke.


In text messages, emoji can be used to 

create a friendly atmosphere. 



yes, that's okay too

Thanks for your attention
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